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produces intense heat.
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it'a all coal and nothing else.
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Keeps the water from freezing and makes starting Easy on Winter Mornings.
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HAVE YOUR CLOTHES PRESSED THE UP TO DATE WAY
N- O-

YES- -

Scorching
Burning or

Lasting Creases
Uniform Finish and
Glossing
Perfect Shaping
Bring your suit and see how it is done or phone and
III get it.

ONTARIO PRESSARY
PHONE
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BKAMGL'ARD.

Prop.

Horses Wanted
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Accessories carried for all
kinds of cars.
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Ontario
Laundry
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Everhart's
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ia'soline,

Lubricating

Oils

and Supplies.

Ontario Auto

Co.

War horses

14.:! to 15 hands uigli, rid- cobs
and artillery animals, full
rs.
to nine yfatn aound. Also
fire
gid,
mules. Prevailing prices. See

A. McWILLIAMS
ONTARIO

OREGON

PE1E DUFORD, Prop.
Phone 134
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